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MARC J. SIEVERS is a cookbook author, entertaining expert, and savvy home cook 

with a passion for sharing his expertise, know-how, and ideas for savvy cooking, 

entertaining, and style.  Marc published his first cookbook (Entertaining with Love) 

in 2012, and his second (Table for Two) debuted in 2016.  His third cookbook is in 

development.  On his website MarcSievers.com he publishes his inspirational and 

useful food, style, and entertaining editorial, under the title La Vie Piquant-the spicy 

life!  You can also find Marc on YouTube having fun in his kitchen in his web series 

From My Kitchen to Yours.

LET THEentertainingBEGIN!
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I see a symphony—and sometimes a grand opera—of 
elements that can be coordinated and harmonized to 

create a fantastic and memorable experience.“
”–

MARC J. SIEVERS
COOKBOOK AUTHOR

ENTERTAINING EXPERT

SAVVY HOME COOK
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BIO

marc j. sievers 

MARC J. SIEVERS is a cookbook author, entertaining expert, and savvy home cook with 

a passion for sharing his expertise and know-how.  His career has spanned Boston, 

New York City, Las Vegas, Seattle, and Chicago.  And though it was not centered in 

the kitchen to start, he found his sweet spot (yes, pun intended!) being dedicated to 

perfecting and sharing his vision of the very best fresh and useful ideas that take 

the guesswork and stress from home cooking, entertaining, and life-styling.  Marc 

creates truly easy, chic, flavorful, and accessible kitchen and entertaining know-

how that his readers, viewers, and clients value.  He has published two cookbooks, 

and has his third in production.  Marc writes original editorial at his website, and 

for numerous publications.  He also offers personal and professional services to 

his clients and advises other businesses and publications as an expert in his field.



ABOUT MARC J. SIEVERS

the start of something big
No matter the paths taken or the turn of events in Marc’s life, 
the kitchen has always been the place where he has felt the 
most comfortable.  In the kitchen he can create a soothing 
and warm feel-good meal to help brush off a bad day.  He can 
put on his thinking cap to experiment with, and explore, new 
ideas.  The kitchen is a place for him to get lost in a fairytale of 
cakes and frosting, or don his apron and mise en place his way 
through grand first, second, and third course presentations.  
For Marc, the kitchen is where he can push his own boundaries 

and feel confident doing it.

Marc’s career has spanned Boston, New York City, Las Vegas, 
Seattle, and Chicago.  And though it was not centered in the 
kitchen to start, he found his sweet spot (yes, pun intended!) 
being dedicated to perfecting and sharing his vision of the 
very best fresh and useful ideas that take the guesswork and 
stress from home cooking, entertaining, and life-styling.  Marc 
creates for you truly easy, chic, flavorful, and accessible kitchen 
and entertaining know-how that you value.  And it all began in 

the kitchen with his Nan, over thirty years ago.

coming together
Though Marc did not spend his career in a professional kitchen, 
he spent the majority of his life learning in ways that were 
hands-on and very real.  He would get an idea in his head and 
then try it.  Practice it.  And try it again.  More often than not 
he was exploring the intersection of entertaining, styling, and 

food.  His passions always found a way.

Marc met his husband-to-be in 2009.  He knew Ryan was the one 
in a heartbeat.  And so did Ryan.  The magic began immediately.  
Among the many things Marc discovered they had in common, 
Ryan was also an entrepreneur.  Naturally, as like-minded 
creatives, they began to conceptualize a new business venture 
in 2010 that would find a way to bring together all this creativity 

and passion Marc has for food, style, and entertaining.

For both Ryan and Marc it was obvious what they had to do.  
Ryan left his job and together they founded Marc-Ryan Group, 
with the initial goal of publishing Marc’s first cookbook.  From 
there, they set out on our new mission:  To inform, encourage, 
and inspire savvy home cooking, entertaining, and life-styling.

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY

marc-ryan group 
2010 - TODAY  Co-Founder & Director 

of Creative Strategy

pet’ographique, llc 
2006 - 2009 Co-Founder & Creative 

Director

stuart weitzman, llc 
2003 - 2006 Sales Professional, 

Designer Shoes

lavallee interiors 
2001 - 2004 Interior Designer

saks incorporated
1999 - 2001 Sales Professional, 

Handbags & Accessories

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS

food network 
Bobby’s Dinner Battle:  Battle Chicago, 

Season 1, Episode 3 (Winner)

chicago woman magazine
Featured Contributor

martha stewart american 
made awards 2014

Finalist for Watermarc ‒ Art & 
Appetite

williams-sonoma 
National book signings and special 

appearances

crate & barrel
Flagship store special appearances

women’s health magazine
Home & Entertaining Contributor

lunchbreak - wgn tv
Live cooking & entertaining segments

flavor hd - wgn radio 720
Regular special guest host

americasmart atlanta
Tablescape designer & special guest 

cooking demonstrator
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“ENTERTAINING WITH LOVE”
INSPIRED RECIPES FOR EVERYDAY ENTERTAINING

In the hardback second edition of Entertaining with Love you will find inspired 

recipes for everyday entertaining, as well as kitchen tips and fabulous entertaining 

tricks.  Marc has captured and shared the essence of his expertise to help you 

entertain with a delicious and elegant menu that is sure to impress your guests.  

Throw an intimate themed dinner party, a casual brunch, celebrate an anniversary, 

or just share a grand time with close friends without stress or worry.  Entertain 

with confidence and easily elevate your event to a memorable one with Marc’s 

straight-forward and proven recipes and techniques.

ISBN-13:

PUBLISHER:

PUBLICATION DATE: 

PAGES:

DIMENSIONS: 

978-0-615-86783-0

MARC-RYAN GROUP

SEPTEMBER 29, 2013 (REVISED ED.)

238, FULL COLOR

8.0W x 10.0H x 0.81D
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“TABLE FOR TWO”
COOKING AND ENTERTAINING FOR YOU AND YOUR +1

We each have different plus-ones in our lives—those friendships, relationships, and 

special connections who deserve our undivided attention.  Table for Two is a masterful 

guide to simplified and elegant entertaining, just for two.  Marc has created flavorful, 

easy, and elegant vegetarian recipes portioned perfectly for two, and chic entertaining 

and tablescape ideas—for you and your +1!  Set up a catch-up around the coffee table, 

enjoy a kitchen island soirée, or a marvelous in-bed fête—Marc has set these scenes 

and more with useful guides, easy menus, and inspired stories, centered on fresh 

ingredients, straight-forward preparation, and truly fabulous flavors.

ISBN-13:

PUBLISHER:

PUBLICATION DATE: 

PAGES:

DIMENSIONS: 

978-0-692-75468-9

MARC-RYAN GROUP

NOVEMBER 5, 2016

244, FULL COLOR

8.0W x 10.0H x 0.95D
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MARCSIEVERS.COM

As a persona and brand, Marc J. Sievers embodies savvy home cooking, entertaining 

expertise, and life-styling know-how, conceptualized and brought to life as the 

Director of Creative Strategy and co-founder of Marc-Ryan Group.  Marc’s expertise 

and influence is shared across multiple media, including his own website, through 

his La Vie Piquant editorial, YouTube web series From My Kitchen to Yours, and a 

vibrant social media presence focused on Instagram and Facebook.  Marc, through 

his multi-media company, produces this robust network of content creation and 

brand alignments.  Marc’s professional expertise is available to his clientele by way 

of three core service offerings based on his years of expertise:

ENTERTAINING CONSULTING

RETAIL CONSULTING

WEDDING REGISTRY

Entertain expertly—planning 
and styling for fabulous home 
entertaining, tailored to your needs 
and occasion.

Advisory consulting services for 
buying, re-merchandising, window 
concepts and displays, in-store events, 
and VIC programs and incentives.

Planning your quintessential wedding 
registry to ensure your choices stand 
against the test of time, ever-changing 
trends, themes, and even the evolution 
of your own tastes.
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LA VIE PIQUANT

original editorial content

La Vie Piquant—the spicy life—is a direct extension of Marc’s persona delivered via 

a visually stunning and engaging editorial and media content.  Marc shares with 

his readers his simple, beautiful, and truly re-creatable recipes, entertaining ideas, 

and home décor advice.  Authored and photographed by Marc J. Sievers.

la vie piquant
pi•quant / ‘pēkənt,-känt /

9

8
adj : pleasantly stimulating

or exciting to the mind.º æ

FROM my
KITCHEN
TO yours

art & appetite
TMwatermarc

FROM MY KITCHEN TO YOURS

youtube webisodes
Marc connects with viewers directly from his own home kitchen where he teaches 
and explains with fun and easy-to-follow how-to webisodes that demonstrate and 
encourage viewers to be savvy home cooks and stress-free hosts. Marc deploys 
helpful cooking and entertaining tips and ideas making cooking and entertaining 

fun, accessible, and always delicious.

WATERMARC — ART & APPETITE

occasion cards with full recipes
Watermarc – Art & Appetite occasion cards are inspired by the moments in our 
lives when a sense of togetherness matters—regardless of being separated by 
space and time.  Each card has its own source of inspiration and sense of occasion.  

Co-created by Marc J. Sievers and artist Linda Marie Clark.



ABOUT MARC-RYAN GROUP

everyday living with style
Founded in 2010, and headquartered in Chicago, Marc-Ryan 
Group is a publishing, media, services, and consumer products 
company that produces and delivers original know-how, 
expertise, and content aimed to inform, encourage, and inspire 
savvy home cooking, everyday entertaining, and stress-free 
life-styling.  As a co-founder, Marc J. Sievers utilizes his firm 
to express his vision, passion, and enthusiasm in the ways his 
readers, viewers, customers, and clients want to engage.  Marc-
Ryan Group is dedicated to producing and sharing the very 
best fresh and useful ideas that take the guesswork and stress 

from home cooking, entertaining, and life-styling.

publishing
In 2012 Marc-Ryan Group published its first major title, Marc 
J. Sievers’ first cookbook and entertaining guide, Entertaining 
with Love—Inspired Recipes for Everyday Entertaining.  The 
second title was published in November 2016.  Both books are 
available at Amazon.com and Barnes & Noble.  Marc’s next 
title is in production, as well as a the first from Ryan L. Sievers.  

Both have anticipated release dates in 2018. 

media
In 2012 Marc-Ryan Group premiered the video web series From 
My Kitchen to Yours, exclusively on YouTube.  The HD webisodes 
invite viewers to join Marc as he teaches and explains with short 
and lively how-to segments that demonstrate and encourage 
viewers to try easy-to-follow cooking and entertaining tips 

and ideas.  New webisodes are in production.

services
Personal and direct engagement is always the most valuable and 
effective.  Marc-Ryan Group provides core services that enable 
clients to connect with Marc directly and benefit first-hand 
from his years of experience and knowledge.  His engagements 
are fun, personal, and invaluable experiences designed to help 
clients achieve their very best through entertaining consulting, 

retail consulting, and wedding registry planning.

consumer products
Marc-Ryan Group has created and launched its own consumer 
products under the direction of Marc J. Sievers, including the  
Watermarc™ – Art & Appetite brand of occasion card, as well 
as fine foods with Honey Lavender Milk Chocolate Truffles and 
Finishing Honey.  Additional products are in development that 

will further elaborate the Marc J. Sievers brand.

FOUNDERS’ OBJECTIVE

for marc-ryan group 
The founders’ objective for Marc-

Ryan Group is to produce and deliver 
original content in creative ways 

that are engaging, fun, encouraging, 
and reliable.  We want our readers, 
viewers, clients, and customers to 

know and trust our brands, and 
to come to rely on our savvy and 
engaging expertise as genuinely 
tried-and-true know-how that is 

useful in elevating their every-day.

FOUNDING

established
October 1, 2010

headquartered 
Chicago Illinois USA

founders
Marc J. Sievers

Director of Creative Strategy

Ryan L. Sievers, mba
Director of Business Strategy

VISION

of marc-ryan group 
To be a trusted source of original and 
helpful know-how and expertise that 

contributes to our customers’ and 
clients’ successes, and encourages 
confidence and capability in their 

lives.

MARC-RYAN GROUP
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A mix of straightforward, traditional recipes … readers will 
find this a useful volume, full of solid favorites and useful 

tips and tricks for entertaining.“
”–

PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY
FOR “ENTERTAINING WITH LOVE”
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PHONE

EMAIL

WEBSITE 

YOUTUBE

INSTAGRAM

FACEBOOK

LINKEDIN

OFFICE

+1 (312) 344-3710

HELLO@MARC-RYAN.COM

MARCSIEVERS.COM

YOUTUBE.COM/USER/MARCRYANCO

@MARCJSIEVERS

FACEBOOK.COM/MJSIEVERS

LINKEDIN.COM/IN/MARCSIEVERS

200 E CHESTNUT ST STE 1208

CHICAGO IL 60611 USA

MARC J. SIEVERS

© 2017 Marc J. Sievers & Marc-Ryan Group  All rights reserved.


